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Abstract 
  

 

 

The aim of the investigation is to show that Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park is a novel 

centred on a conflict between feeling understood as represented sentiment and feeling 

understood as affective immanence. The study uses a phenomenological approach that 

stands in alignment with Michel Henry’s critique of Martin Heidegger’s 

phenomenology of transcendence. Attention is drawn to the enmity in Mansfield Park 

between sensibility’s sentiments and affectivity’s raw feelings. It is suggested that this 

tension runs through Mansfield Park as an opposition central to its inner structure. It 

is shown that Fanny Price and Henry Crawford are incompatible on affective rather 

than moral grounds, and that the focus of the novel is not primarily on the behaviour 

of characters but on the nature of feeling itself. Mr. Crawford cultivates feeling as 

something that can be conveniently represented in the world as a world-phenomenon 

among other world-phenomena, whereas the heroine resists that very understanding of 

feeling and life. The study delineates the heroine’s struggle against the archetypal 

man of sentiments not as a prudish struggle against unrestrained erotic passion but as 

a struggle against a social apparatus for disfiguring the reality of feeling. The essay 

highlights segments of the literary text that point to a difference between feeling as an 

interplay of emotions monitored by reason, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, 

feeling as something with an inner source that is deep and reclusive, withdrawn from 

the light of the world and from the representational forces of social life.   

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fredriksson 2 

1. Topic and Theory 

 

Exploring Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park
1
 from a phenomenological viewpoint, this 

investigation highlights as central to the text a conflict between feeling as affectivity 

and feeling and sensibility. This opposition is clarified in works of phenomenological 

philosophy written by Michel Henry. His main work is The Essence of Manifestation.
2
 

The essay seeks to show that these two opposed feeling-modes are at the heart of the 

sustained antagonism in Mansfield Park between Fanny Price, a woman of feeling, 

and Mr. Crawford, a man of sentiment. 

 Discussing feeling from a phenomenological viewpoint—that is, from the 

viewpoint of how feeling comes across—Michel Henry uses the term affectivity to 

designate feeling in its basic rawness and overwhelming self-presence. In contrast, the 

term sensibility
3
 refers to feeling understood as a mechanism of perception, ability to 

receive sensations, or susceptibility to impressions. In sensibility we find feeling put 

slightly on stage in a quasi-frontal position of perceptibility. Here what is felt comes 

across as a little painted emotion hanging for perception to feelingly admire in a 

picture-gallery in front of consciousness. 

As I shall try to demonstrate, this is how feeling typically tends to present 

itself to Henry Crawford. More importantly, I shall show, this slightly forced making-

perceptible of feeling is exactly what annoys the heroine throughout the novel. 

Crawford’s advances are a bother to Fanny not simply due to any shallow dislike or 

lack of interest in his personality; they bother her because his view of life and 

conception of feeling are so completely dissimilar to her own affective being. Fanny’s 

whole struggle is thus an act of sustained resistance to feeling downgraded to the level 

of sensibility, rather than a mere refusal of any one individual. This level is dressed up 

by Mr. Crawford and by his sister as the most charming stage in the world; but Fanny 

never forsakes feeling as something quite unlike perception, hidden from the stages of 

perceptibility in the crypt of its own purely affective reality.  

                                                 
1
 Jane Austen, Mansfield Park (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); in parenthetical 

documentation hereafter abbreviated MP.   
2
 Michel Henry, The Essence of Manifestation, translated by Girard Etzkorn (The Hague: Martinus 

Nijhoff, 1973); in parenthetical documentation abbreviated EM. 
3
 The term sensibility is a technical term within this specific phenomenology, and does not refer to what 

Austen may or may not have meant when using this word.  
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From a philosophical viewpoint, Michel Henry opposes affectivity to 

sensibility in order to destroy the widespread delusion that feeling is akin to 

perception—that when one feels a feeling one is perceiving a feeling. Authentic, raw 

feeling cannot begin by perceiving itself, having already felt itself (EM, 471). 

Feelings are not inner perceptions. The word ‘perception’ comes from Latin percipere 

(per- through + capere, to take). Perception is thus a form of taking. You perceive a 

tree, meaning that you take it visually into awareness; you perceive a ringing bell, 

meaning that you take the sound of the bell into consciousness. Feeling does not work 

this way. Feeling is not a taking but a receiving. The perception of the tree triggers a 

feeling; but this feeling, while taking in the tree, does not take in itself but feels itself.                  

Accordingly, feelings are not objects of perception, which is why immanent 

feeling is so foreign to Crawford, being as he is a man of sentiment. Feelings are not 

objects in the first place. They are not things to be taken. To receive feeling is to live 

in a sphere where something receives itself.
4
 This self-receiving, or “auto-affection” 

as Michel Henry calls it (EM, 461), is a unique phenomenon in the universe, and is 

not to be thought of in the way that we think of sensations as resulting from perceived 

sense impressions (EM, 463). Feeling reveals itself completely only to itself, and as 

such cannot be represented by something else (such as manners or speeches) (EM, 

465). “Sensibility designates the essence of relationship to the world” (EM, 482); 

affectivity does not. Feeling fully “affects us” (EM, 478), but in feeling, not in some 

sort of easily perceivable ‘world of feeling.’  

We may perhaps form an intuition of the difference between feeling as feeling 

and feeling dressed up as perception by considering the difference between a person 

who in a tragic accident has lost some faculty of perception—having gone blind or 

deaf—and a person who due to a war trauma has completely lost the ability to feel 

anything whatever. We immediately realize that the latter type of loss is far more 

deep-going, damaging, and life-inhibiting than a handicap played out on the 

perceptual level. The loss of one of our five senses may to a certain extent be 

                                                 
4
 The compact intensity of unreduced feeling is its infinite closeness to itself in its own presence. This 

is a structural trait of feeling in all sentient life. It is therefore not reducible to cultural factors, such as 

those mentioned by Susan Ostrov Weisser when she speaks of different ways of giving feeling value in 

literature in different historical epochs. To be sure, “Romanticism raised the value of emotion for its 

own sake”; but the circumstance clarified by Michel Henry that the immanence of auhentic feeling is a 

reality that ultimately appears only to itself has nothing to do with values or valuations, but with the 

nature of immanent feeling in any situation or culture whatever. “Charlotte Brontë, Jane Austen, and 

the Meaning of Love.” Brontë Studies 31 (July 2006), p. 95.  
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compensated by the increased use of another, the falling away of sound being 

replaced by an intensification of the field of visual perceptions, etc. In contrast, to lose 

the ability to feel is surely to lose life itself; for in experience, everything that is 

experienced is not just touched by feeling but filtered through the life-giving force of 

its experience-shaping energies. When Michel Henry accordingly speaks of feeling as 

affectivity, feeling as such, he is not referring to one of the many factors that are to be 

found in experience, but to life itself understood as the fully felt event of being alive. 

To lose that would for him be synonymous with losing life itself. It is my view in this 

essay that this is what Fanny Prince feels when she finds that on-going, concerted 

attacks on her feelings endanger much more than herself and her feelings—namely 

life itself as an emotionally intact person would want to live it.      

When Fanny Price retreats to the East Room at Mansfield, she is accordingly 

not fading from life. She is instead fully exposed to what Michel Henry calls “a 

certain sweetness. The sweetness of feeling is its tranquil force” (EM, 476). For 

Fanny, being in the East Room is to step away from the world of sensibility and social 

interplay in order to surrender to this sweetness of being at the mercy of immanent 

feeling, in a sense making the East Room bigger than the rest of the house due to the 

overwhelming nature of unreduced feeling. In the seclusion of the East Room the 

“helplessness” that goes along with this exposure of feeling to itself is not the negative 

helplessness of being shut out from social approval but the positive “helplessness” of 

unreduced feeling itself as something secretly glorious that, in Michel Henry’s words, 

“trembles in itself in the interior trembling of its own revelation to itself” (EM, 477). 

This “trembling” helplessness is helplessness “in the all-powerfulness” of feeling 

(EM, 477). Affectivity is allowed to be absolutely helpless in order to be allowed to 

be absolutely felt. Feeling is helplessly welded to itself; it cannot escape, forget, or 

deny itself. Thus “the power of feeling is not opposed to its helplessness” (EM, 475). 

Since “the power of feeling is feeling itself” (EM, 475), being helplessly in its power 

is also to be empowered by it.  

Unless she wishes to downgrade her emotional life from affectivity to 

sensibility, Fanny Price cannot avoid having the feelings she has in their fullness. This 

“impossibility of freeing itself from itself, of ‘domesticating it,’ of being behind 

itself” (EM, 474), is weakness only from the commonplace perspective that 

understands power as a relational matter positioning one ego against another in a 
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power-play. The theatrical event that comes to be staged at Mansfield, and which 

Fanny only can join with great caution, is such a play.
5
    

Feelings that are acted in plays rather than enacted in affectivity have been 

trimmed down in order to function smoothly in open networks of social relations. The 

games of society dictate that certain manners denote certain feelings, and the rules put 

in place to monitor this authorised play of expected sentiments need to be obeyed. As 

in the case of the use of fans in the eighteenth century—a sort of language of 

sentiment based on face-cooling devices—feelings have to be frontally displayed for 

all to see and adapt to. There is a dwarfing of affectivity as feeling into sensibility as 

represented feeling. Affectivity is therefore in some way pre-relational. Yet “the 

absence of any relationship” in feeling taken purely as feeling does not denote some 

sort of autism, as if affectivity were anti-social or inhibited; instead this fact that 

feeling deep down has nothing other than itself is to be seen as a basic mode of 

“suffering” (EM, 472). Pathos, the Greek word for suffering, highlights feeling as 

something that undergoes pain simply by never being at a distance from itself  (unless 

it switches to sensibility-mode). Feelings are intrinsically internal, private. In cutting 

down feeling to its own needs, sensibility creates the impression that feeling can go 

on display in a frontal manner, like an advertisement placed straight before our 

powers of perception. The point being made in Michel Henry’s phenomenology of 

feeling is that there is always a more authentic, primitive, raw, and helpless prior to all 

of that, beneath all of sensibility’s pranks and pretences. The word already calls 

attention to this priority of feeling over represented feeling, of affectivity over 

sensibility: “feeling feels itself, experiences itself, is given to itself in such a way that 

in this Being-given-to-itself which constitutes it, it appears, not as given, but precisely 

as always ‘already’ given to itself” (EM, 471).          

All of that changes if feeling switches from affectivity-mode to sensibility-

mode. Here feeling, or what remains of it, is perceptibly real like any other object of 

perception. If feelings were objects of perception, feeling itself would no longer come 

first but would instead be the icing on the cake of a sense impression.  

In sensibility, as opposed to affectivity, a tiny gap has opened between feeling 

and the act of feeling ‘it.’ A slight but decisive rupture traverses feeling, always 

                                                 
5
 Gillian Russell points out that “private theatricals explored the external and internal politics of family, 

both in terms of how the family presented itself to the wider world and also as occasions which 

articulated the structures of power within the household.” “Private Theatricals.” The Cambridge 

Companion to British Theatre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), p. 201.  
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making it come across to others and to the self as something with the flavour of an 

emotional re/presentation. As feeling cannot be separated from itself, this new 

distance causes a fall from feeling as such into the semi-feeling of sensibility. 

Opposed to sensibility, feeling as unreduced affectivity comes across as lacking this 

inner rift: “That which is felt without the intermediary of any sense [any perceptual 

sensing] whatsoever is in its essence affectivity” (EM, 462; emphasis added).  

As it passes over into sensibility-mode, feeling is split down the middle by a 

hairline-fracture rupturing affectivity qua “identity of the affecting and the affected” 

(EM, 465). A crevice now distances emotion from itself, making it manageable as an 

asset, toy, or advantage. In sensibility, perceptibility masquerades as feeling. Now 

feeling, instead of just feeling itself, perceives itself—represents, pictures, and mirrors 

itself. As Michel Henry vividly makes evident, this is a betrayal of feeling as such, for 

there is now a tiny but grotesque doubling of emotion that is totally superfluous:    

This is why a proposition such as “I feel in me a great love” or again “a 

profound boredom” is equivocation at its highest degree. For there is not, 

there never is, as far as love or boredom is concerned, something like a 

power of feeling different from them which would be “commissioned” to 

receive them, namely, to feel them as an opposed or foreign content. 

Rather, it is love or boredom, it is the feeling itself which receives itself 

and experiences itself in such a way that this capacity for receiving itself, 

for experiencing itself, of being affected by self, constitutes what is 

affective in it, this is what makes it a feeling. (EM, 464)    

 

I propose that Mansfield Park sets out to define Mr. Crawford as a man who is the 

very personification of this type of “equivocation” (EM, 464). He seeks to turn the 

heroine into one like himself, into one who does not bother to feel, perceiving instead 

that various perceivable feelings are in circulation, each of which can be or become an 

object perception. However, social and erotic pressures cannot transubstantiate Fanny 

Price into a person who takes feeling to be the interior perception of emotional 

representations, or who takes social life to be a public sphere where such 

representations are made publically perceptible. Such change, such betrayal of 

feeling, would not be in her nature. Fanny can only live in the presence of the 

“interior trembling” that is feeling’s non-perceptible “revelation” of itself “to itself” 

(EM, 477).
6
 

                                                 
6
 Needless to say, perhaps, such trembling belongs to feeling qua affectivity (immanence). As a factor 

at the root of unrestrained life-pathos, it is therefore not reducible to personality, character, milieu, or 

situation. If, in the manner of John Wiltshire, one views events in Mansfield Park as “moral 
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This affective intimacy in which feeling is intimately acquainted only with 

itself is of course not debarred from second-order acts of feeling-introspection. Once 

feeling has presented itself authentically as felt, it is possible to bring it to reflection 

and contemplation. However, this reflection does not in any way attempt to remove 

feeling from itself—to bleach it into sensibility’s semi-feeling. When Fanny steps 

back from the fullness of her feelings to review them, she reviews them in their 

fullness. That sort of distance-from-fullness is not to be confused with sensibility’s 

trick of forcing feeling to appear as semi-feeling in its very first self-showing. There 

is a difference between stepping-back from feeling and attempting to make feeling 

step back from itself. In acts of thought and rational contemplation, Fanny can step 

back from the fullness of her feelings to judge that fullness. In contrast, sensibility 

never gives feeling any fullness in the first place, always already having made it into a 

perception qua representation. Fanny can review the uncut, unedited fullness of 

feelings in acts of intellectual and ethical perception, getting away from the fullness of 

feelings for the sake of morally judging and rationally analysing them. Essentially, 

what comes first is immanent feeling and then the possibility of perception and 

analysis thereof. This is the very opposite of sensibility’s notion of feeling-objects 

ready to be perceived.  

 

      

2. The Frontal and the Genuinely Felt 

 

A perception (e.g., the sight of a vehicle at the end of the road) is often in front of 

awareness in a position of frontal placement. It comes across as a perceived object 

that has put itself squarely in front of one’s line of vision. In contrast, a feeling when 

it first appears is never something perceptually frontal in this way; never something 

in front of consciousness at a perceivable distance from it. Henry Crawford’s erotic 

attentions are designed to come across to Fanny Price exactly as objects placed in 

front of her like treasures brought by an ambassador to be placed in front of a queen 

                                                                                                                                            
complications” resulting from “different moral agendas,” and if one reduces the heroine’s predicament 

to the simple fact that “Fanny is timid and nervous,” one misses the real drama of the struggle between 

one feeling-mode and another; between sensibility’s agenda for feeling and affectivity’s indifference to 

such an agenda. “Mansfield Park, Emma, Persuasion.” The Cambridge Companion to Jane Austen. 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006),  p. 61.    
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sitting on her throne. In contrast to many of Mr. Crawford’s fawning admirers, Fanny 

is not amused by any of this. More importantly, she is not touched by it. Her coldness 

does not express timidity in the face of impertinently direct forms of sexual attention. 

What bothers her, rather, is that Mr. Crawford’s whole conception of feeling is a joke. 

His way of dealing with feeling discloses that he is out of touch with its fullness. His 

elegant manners unwittingly reveal an underlying affective grossness. Henry 

Crawford wants Fanny Price to fully perceive what in essence only can be fully felt. 

The circumstance that they are "unfitted for each other by nature" (MP 256) is thus 

much more than a disharmony constituted by irreducible personality-differences.  

The story unfolding in Mansfield Park is intriguing by being much more than 

an account of love-problems issuing from a clash of value-systems or temperaments. 

Fanny’s intuitive apperception of the incompatibility between feeling and represented 

emotion enables her sustained resistance to Crawford’s frontally displayed sensibility 

to come across to the reader as a metaphysical issue. As such it outflanks 

conventional points of narrative interest hinged on character interplay set against an 

equally conventional background of ethical considerations. The reader is expected to 

have intuitions similar to those of the heroine—to quickly grasp the conflict as 

something much deeper than an orthodox struggle between seduction and virtue. The 

sustained focus on matters other than social acceptance, unwanted flirtation, and 

unrequited attraction allows Mansfield Park to stand out from works of conventional 

emotion. More than the story of a set of characters it is the story of feeling itself.  

Henry Crawford amuses himself by play-acting
7
 in order to manipulate 

people’s feelings; not even his proposal to Fanny is about anything more than 

“forcing her to love him” (MP, 255). To win her over to the side of sensibility is a 

fleeting amusement; not only does he lack genuine affection where Fanny Price is 

concerned but in matters of feeling in general. When she refuses him, he simply 

assumes that it is only a matter of time before he can “make” Fanny’s “feelings what 

he wished” (MP, 255). Here feeling, as something one can “make,” is treated as an 

object that, like any other object, can be moulded by human agency into a shape 

                                                 
7
 As Jocelyn Harris observes, Crawford is a “consummate actor” who “adopts” so many “roles” that he 

“ends up by becoming none of them. The man who is everybody is nobody, for to embrace 

impersonation is to forego a stable identy. Actors like Henry exist only in their current roles.” 

“Onstage, feigned emotions appear real” without having any reality other than the sensibility being 

staged. “Pride and Prejudice and Mansfield Park.” The Cambridge Companion to Jane Austen: Second 

Edition (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2011), p. 47.    
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suitable for subordination. Like a painting one is not quite satisfied with, a few strokes 

of the brush in the right direction can fix its appearance. This attitude implies that 

feeling in general stands under human free will, and that the communion of feeling 

among those who share a feeling—e.g., love—is little more than the outcome of a 

power-struggle between two feeling-representations ruled over by free will. Here 

feeling, downgraded to semi-feeling’s sensibility-mode, is at the disposal of agency. 

Working, willing, or wishing for feeling to feel something (or for getting someone 

else to feel something) becomes the source from which feeling is expected to spring. 

Through this process of adding layer upon layer to something that does not need 

anything other than itself (feeling), a cheapened version appears in its place. It is 

presumed that will-power and logic are to guide feeling in its very arising. Testing 

their will-power against each other and using feeling as a sort of ball in a ball-game, 

lovers are to cleverly manipulate feeling-representations. Instead of being immersed 

in the same sea of feeling, lovers are supposed to stand on opposite shores, sending 

messages across the divide. Feeling is used to set up a power-relation between lovers 

committed to relationalism, to the complete making-relational of feeling. With the 

reduction of feeling to relational emotion, the strong-willed person who is best at 

relationalizing feeling is the winner.  

“Relationalism” is a term used by Graham Harman to attack the widespread 

belief that things and beings lack intrinsic substance, their reality only being 

something that is given to them in and through the relations that they are caught in; to 

treat something “primarily as part of a network is to assume it can be reduced to that 

set of qualities and relations that it manifests in this particular network” (TSR, 115).
8
 

In Henry Crawford’s sensibility-governed outlook, any feeling embedded in Fanny is 

little more than a transient object with a certain emotional colouring given by the 

socio-erotic network that happens to be enveloping it. Since power-games can change 

the nature of each network, feelings qua units of sensibility are expected to likewise 

change, like soldiers altering their way of marching when the beat of the drum 

introduces a new rhythm for all to follow.          

Henry Crawford’s assumption that feeling stands under the light of a force 

more penetrating than itself is shared by Sir Thomas Bertram, the head of family at 

Mansfield. Interestingly, he believes that he knows more about Fanny’s feelings than 

                                                 
8
 Graham Harman, Towards Speclative Realism (Winchester: Zero Books, 2010); in parenthetical 

documentation abbreviated TSR.  
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these feelings know about themselves. Feeling-knowledge is glibly attributed to a 

faculty transcendent to feeling. Sir Thomas tells Fanny that he is “inclined to think” 

that she does “not quite know [her] own feelings” (MP, 247). Here feeling is set up as 

having rational rather than affective interiority. Feeling’s heart ought to be something 

other than feeling. To Sir Thomas it seems ridiculous that Fanny should refuse a man 

“with every thing to recommend him” (MP, 247). When Fanny remarks that she and 

Mr. Crawford are “so totally dissimilar, as to make mutual affection incompatible” 

(MP, 256), she is not referring to some inference she has arrived at though logical 

mind-work but to feeling itself as something that has cognizance of its own  reality by 

virtue of the simple event of being feeling. For this suggested arrangement to seem 

right and for it to feel right are worlds apart, but to the sensibility-based minds of 

Crawford and Sir Thomas feeling should apparently be governed by something other 

than itself, such as logic or will-power.     

As affectivity, feeling has instantly made Fanny feel that the feeling she 

meets—feeling as perceptibility-driven and representation-driven sensibility—is 

utterly alien to her own sphere of innermost emotion. This discovery is not an 

inference derived from information about Crawford’s profession, ethics, outlook, etc. 

but a feeling that cannot but feel that for Mr. Crawford feeling is not what feeling is 

for Fanny. Hence she does not need to be guided by the flattering idea of how much 

society “must rejoice” in the proposed “establishment” that is to arrange the layout of 

her emotions for the rest of her life (MP, 249). To say that Fanny Price knows her 

feelings is not to say that she has come to know them through knowing, through a 

process involving rational knowledge-acquisition. For there is a knowing in feeling 

that comes from feeling itself, and which is indeed part of it.
9
  

 Mr. Crawford’s intention to win Fanny is a quest for “the glory, as well as the 

felicity, of forcing her to love him” (MP, 255). His mind is object-directed and 

perceptibility-fixated. Making Fanny his own is not about anything even faintly 

resembling love, but rather something akin to a collector of fine art searching for 

some new painting to acquire for his walls. Henry Crawford does not want Fanny “to 

speak”; all he wants is to “see the expression of her eyes” (MP, 234). The dumbness 

of the picture (the perceptible representation) of a woman reduced to beautiful silence 

has for Mr. Crawford’s sensibility the advantage of reducing feeling to a set of 

                                                 
9
 Michel Henry: “in itself affectivity is understanding” (EM, 485).  
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emotional perceptions held frontally at arm’s length to create a pleasing object to 

observe. Emotion becomes a portrait of itself in a turn of sensibility constituted by a 

principle of objectification. Fanny is just one objectification among many others. As 

soon as Mr. Crawford had turned up at Mansfield, the “object” of his manners had 

been the project of “making” the Miss Bertrams “like him” (MP 35).  

 Nothing changes when Henry Crawford is briefly seen presenting his views on 

what he finds to be the important aspects of a religious profession. His facile 

comments on the best way of getting inspired by scripture to deliver an animated 

sermon are likewise driven by the principle of giving priority to perceptibility. We are 

asked to believe that the whole point of a sermon is to create objects of emotional 

beauty for a congregation transformed into onlookers gazing at a handsome preacher 

condescending to paint holy word-pictures of great perceptual beauty. The inner space 

of a church is to be seen as a stage on which religious feeling, reduced to the 

representation of religious feeling, is put in play for all to perceive. Instead of letting 

space expand itself naturally by affective force, in the way that the East Room at 

times becomes larger than Mansfield for Fanny, Mr. Crawford has divided his 

fantasy-church into two separate spaces transcendent to each other, thus securing the 

picture-frame sentiment that sensibility is constantly looking for. On one side we have 

Henry Crawford, the eloquent pastor, delivering exquisite sermons from his little 

ecclesiastical stage; on the other side we have the pews filled with captivated admirers 

of his magnanimous speech-acts. Thus the sound of a sermon is animated not by a 

feeling of immanence (the presence of God in the spoken word) but by a sense of 

reaching out from one place to another. All emphasis falls on the intermediary, on 

Henry Crawford as go-between ‘connecting’ the audience with sacredness. To him the 

pastor’s aim is to attain “the greatest admiration and respect”; thus he would gladly 

preach, but only “to those who were capable of estimating” the picture-perfect finery 

and rhetorical grandeur of his verbal “composition” (MP, 267). As Henry Crawford is 

shrewd enough to realize, such a perceptibility-fixated conception of represented 

religious feeling would quickly run out of steam. He admits that it would “not do for a 

constancy” (MP, 268). However, this could arguably have just as much to do with his 

own brief attention-span regarding anything he takes an interest in as with any insight 

on his part. 

My point is not a moral one calling for us to deplore Mr. Crawford’s 

fickleness. The fact that Mr. Crawford’s affairs with the church would be as 
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inconstant as those he has with women is not reducible to issues of character, 

morality, or personal development. For what makes him the man he is happens to be a 

factor that has to do with the way in which feeling is allowed to constitute itself in his 

life. He has chosen to block out feeling as affectivity, and is thus always left with 

sensibility only. He will have little to do with feeling as something invisible, 

imperceptible, only felt. His whole life seems to be a sustained denial of 

imperceptibles.  

Mr. Crawford’s gross fixation on the splendour of feeling reduced to 

perceptibility is of course accentuated when we are allowed to compare the gaudy 

necklace he wants Fanny to wear with the inconspicuous one that is attached to true 

feeling. The eye-catching necklace he has sneakily made his sister deliver to Fanny 

underscores not only the element of subterfuge often to be found in sentiment-driven 

sexual advances (MP, 203) but also the implicit preference of plainness over 

ornamentation that comes naturally to spirituality-driven affection. It does not occur 

to the man of sentiment that a necklace suitable for a cross is not to be selected on the 

principles of “ball-room” glamour but on the ego-effacing principles of the cross itself 

(MP, 206).         

Lacking all intuition of Fanny’s inner being, Sir Thomas does not understand 

that the longing that Fanny feels for Mansfield when away from the estate has nothing 

to do with “abstinence from the elegancies and luxuries”, and therefore cannot induce 

her to consider Crawford’s proposal in the light of the hypothetical “value” of 

“permanence” or “comfort” embedded in his “offer” (MP, 289). Fanny tolerates 

Crawford’s visits during her exile from Mansfield at Portsmouth in so far as his 

vaguely acceptable company indirectly consolidates the deep bond she has started to 

make with the estate as a place of “peace and tranquillity” opposed to the boisterous 

vulgarity of town-life (MP, 308). Such is her affection for the country house that she 

undergoes a sense of “renewed separation from Mansfield” when Crawford ends a 

visit, despite the fact that she is “glad to have him gone” (MP, 325).  

 During this time of exile in the noisy urban shabbiness of Portsmouth, Fanny 

notices with some alarm the extent to which the spring-time season in a town is 

largely devoid of the “liberty, freshness, fragrance, and verdure” that she has 

appreciated in the gardens and plantations of her aunt and uncle (MP, 339). Only 

when she has provisionally lost the possibility of witnessing “the beginnings and 

progress of vegetation” in the “confinement” and “bad air” of the town does she 
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realize how much she has valued the sight of the “advance” of the spring season with 

all its “increasing beauties” (MP, 339).  

The “advance” of the spring season (MP, 339) is not like the advance of a 

bullet or carriage. To take pleasure in “the beginnings and progress of vegetation” 

(MP, 339) is to take pleasure in a gradualness that is so refined and natural that the 

progress of it is invisible in the moment of looking. To see the “beauties” of plants 

and flowers gradually “increasing” during the months of “March and April” (MP, 

339) is to see movements that cannot be seen. It is in other words to see changes that 

cannot be represented in the moment of their happening. One can see the difference 

in flower-size from day to day, or possibly from hour to hour; but one cannot see the 

flower’s on-going unfolding or the plant’s on-going expansion as a perceptually 

evident datum. Flower-growth cannot come across as something belonging to the 

domain of frontal perceptibility. A flower-lover like Fanny Price feels that the growth 

is there all the time, present in every fraction of a second; but as in the case of feeling 

itself, its ‘now’ cannot be perceived. Feeling is not perception or self-perception but 

affectivity and auto-affection (EM, 461).    

Since the event of highlighting Fanny’s vegetation-fascination obviously has 

to do with the event of highlighting the nature of her affective life, the text’s emphasis 

on the imperceptible movements of the “progress of vegetation” (MP, 339) is there to 

tell us something about the dynamics of her inner feeling-constitution. Fanny’s 

affective life does not obey the laws of perceptibility put in place by sensibility. Her 

feelings cannot be made conformable to mechanisms of emotional trading such as 

flirtation or match-making. In sensibility’s perceptibility-directed feeling-zones, 

emotion can be fragmented into distinctly observable and measurable steps; 

everything is neatly arranged, placed in its proper place and labelled for easy access, 

interpretation, and representation. Such itemized gradualness stands in opposition to 

the natural one we have just reviewed in the context of the interest Fanny takes in the 

unfolding of springtime vegetation. Fanny’s sustained apperception of nature as a 

domain where the growth comes across as development by slight and imperceptibly 

fine degrees is by the same token her sustained commitment to feeling as a domain of 

what is imperceptibly felt. Slight feelings are imperceptible; but so are rash impulses 

of passion and desire. They show up in feeling, not in perception. Feeling cannot 

begin by perceiving itself; for as we have seen, it has already felt itself (EM, 471).                   
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 Crawford’s manipulation-motivated reliance on perceptibility in general and 

on visibility in particular really comes into play when the idea of a theatrical 

performance pops up at Mansfield. Crawford makes “the performance, not the 

theatre” his “object” (MP, 98), using rehearsals as opportunities for calculated 

advances vis-à-vis to Julia and Maria Bertram. Exploiting the erotic rivalry that has 

developed between the sisters, he plays them out against each other. Only one of them 

can get the desired role to play in the theatrical performance. In the matter of giving 

one of the sisters the sought role of Agatha in the upcoming drama-performance, Mr 

Crawford finally announces his preference for Maria in a mood of studied but 

“seeming carelessness” (MP, 105). Indeed, the theatricality of his eminently 

perceivable manners and his general state of play-acting are fully in place before 

rehearsals have even begun. While the staging of a play at Mansfield is for Mr. 

Crawford a most welcome addition, offering him ample opportunity to show off his 

representational skills, it is obviously not necessary for him to be assigned a role in 

order to act. Interestingly, Julia completely loses all interest in the perceptible 

“manner” dimension of Mr. Crawford’s entertainment-motivated talk as soon as the 

seriously underlying “matter” of the snubbing of her innermost “feelings” has been 

mercilessly disclosed (MP, 106). Julia is eclipsed from the world of emotional 

perceptibility, and sent down to the level of sheer affectivity where feeling 

imperceptibly (invisibly) undergoes its suffering (EM, 472).  

In the course of the unfolding of events, it becomes increasingly evident that 

Crawford’s “fault, the liking to make girls a little in love with him,” is more than a 

character-flaw (MP, 285). It is expressive of sensibility’s use of emotional 

representations (the spectacle of love-enraptured women) as a means of shunning 

feeling as such. A “tendency to fall in love himself” is something Henry Crawford 

“has never been addicted to” (MP, 285). In seeking to “make Fanny Price in love 

with” him (MP, 179), he fakes the mode of affective vulnerability (feeling as 

suffering) that he has never dared to acknowledge as the core of the affective life. 

Fanny instantly feels the simulation-factor in Mr. Crawford’s advances. This does not 

put him off all that much. Unable to fathom the helpless irrationality of passion and its 

intrinsic lack of volitional self-constitution, he projects his own will-governed 

sensibility onto the affective life of the woman he is seeking to seduce, informing her 

that she will have reason to desire him as soon as she has understood his perceptively 

manifest desirability. Again we see that he is quite married to the idea of feeling as 
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something under the influence of reason—if Fanny understands that he is desirable 

she will automatically feel that he is so. Embedded in this idea is the implication that 

volition as such is a merit that love needs to take into account as something worthy of 

reward. If Crawford wills Fanny into his life with sufficient urgency, she must 

automatically become his. Although she exists in a state of desire-elevation that 

makes it more or less impossible for her to “be deserved by any body,” he holds that 

he will come to “deserve” her by simply being able to endlessly sustain a specific 

amorous “conduct” that finally will allow him to claim what he logically speaking is 

entitled to (MP, 269). If volition is kept going for a sufficient length of time, its 

rewards will be inevitable. Mr. Crawford will thus finally be able to stake his claim by 

saying: “I do deserve you” (MP, 269).  

As the opening pages of this investigation pointed out, the word per/ception 

contains the Latin root-word capere, meaning to take. Perception is a mode of 

forceful taking. The idea that Fanny Price is there for the taking is for Henry 

Crawford indistinguishable from his cult of perceptibility as a mind-set narrowing 

down feelings to per/ceptions, i.e., forceful takings. Sensibility is an emotion-system 

catering for the logistics of this taking in a network of taking-relations. Mr. 

Crawford’s whole attitude is thus a taking-relationalism. If he manages to set up the 

appropriate erotic relation, Fanny will inevitably be the prize to be relationally taken 

as an emotional person finally acknowledging her supposed intrinsic perceptibility as 

a woman of feeling.
10

  

Ironically each act of reaching-out undertaken by Mr. Crawford reminds 

Fanny of the difference in feel between sensibility and affectivity, the latter not really 

requiring sensibility’s zealous reaching-out (transcendence) in the first place. 

Crawford’s need to overdo his reaching-out by calling attention to its bravura is in 

itself enough to prove to Fanny just how incompatible they really are. His ever-

escalating sending of himself (perceptible love itself) to the heroine as a stream of 

self-advertising love-messages or sensibility-representations obviously exasperates 

her to the limit. She senses the trap that, being perceptible emotions, fervent protests 

would place her in the very playing-field (perceptibility) of Mr. Crawford’s 

                                                 
10

 Since relationalism quashes feeling by seeking to reduce reality to relational reality and feeling to 

relational emotion (sensibility), nothing could be further from the truth than Wendy Anne Lee’s 

assertion that “deflections from relationality” are “failures of feeling.” “Failures of Feeling in the 

British Novel from Richardson to Eliot” ProQuest Dissertations and Theses (Princeton: Princeton 

University, 2010),  p. 7.  
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sensibility-zone. There is little she can do or say to obstruct a music of praise in which 

her proposed lover represents himself as “he who sees” her and “worships” her 

“merit,” thus somehow having the “right to a return” (MP, 269).  

 Fanny can only find peace in places where the call for emotional perceptibility 

is absent. She therefore seeks the company of plants in the park or of books and other 

objects of affective importance in the East Room. When the system of feeling-

perceptibility notices this type of retreat, it speaks out against it. Thus Mrs. Norris 

resentfully observes that Fanny is to be distrusted as one who “likes to go her own 

way to work” and who “takes her own independent walk whenever she can” (MP, 

253). Fanny’s “little spirit of secrecy” is a spirit of “independence” constituting a 

threat to an order that keeps itself in place by rarely giving way to feeling other than 

in the forms of its modification into sensibility (MP, 253). To this visibility-dependant 

society, being close to Fanny (to immanent, unreduced feeling itself) could be seen as 

being dangerously close to social blindness. Mrs. Norris fails to acknowledge the 

simple fact that feeling is per se expressive of independence and autonomy.
11

  

Fanny Price is at heart a thoroughly independent woman not because of any 

disposition to be self-sufficient but because feeling itself is quintessentially 

independence-directed. What prevents the heroine from letting herself down through 

compromise is therefore not really something rational like “her judgment” or 

something ethical like “the purity of her intentions” (MP, 253) but feeling. Deepest of 

all tragedies is love “without affection” (MP, 254). That which is “advantageous” or 

“desirable” (MP, 271) may have the finest social, moral, and financial value without 

having affective life—affectivity not being a value in the first place but life itself.
12

 

Although socio-ethical considerations keep bothering Fanny, the heroine not being in 

any way insensitive to issues of morality and politeness, it is not the fear of being 

“ungrateful” like a “brute” that keeps her true to herself (MP, 252). It is by remaining 

true to feeling that she avoids being manipulated into a position of guilt constructed 

by social pressures advanced in the name of ethical propriety.     

In a domain where ethical considerations and traditional norms of conduct 

have priority over sincerity of feeling, one does not look up to people who put 

candour before norm. Instead one looks up to people who, like Sir Thomas, put moral 

                                                 
11

 In unreduced feeling,“the identity of the affecting and the affected” (EM, 465) promotes a “density 

of feeling” (EM, 472) allowing affectivity to be the compact root of the compact organism it 

animates—“the Self” (EM, 465). “Affectivity is the essence of ipseity”, i.e., of being-same (EM, 465).       
12

 Michel Henry: “Every life is essentially affective; affectivity is the essence of life” (EM, 477).  
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law before candour of feeling. As ruler of the Mansfield estate, this bland gentleman 

has no conception (or possibly even experience) of undiluted passion, failing to make 

any distinction between accepting a proposal out of mutual affection and accepting a 

proposal offered in a “handsome and disinterested way”, after “cool consideration” 

(MP, 249). Not only do we see that affection as such is foreign to Sir Thomas, but 

also that a “disinterested” manner is the preferred one in cases of supposedly 

advantageous marriages. The whole notion of marriage has been downgraded from a 

thing of love to a thing to be coolly considered. Genuine affection is not crucial to 

him, in fact not even part of his idea of marriage. In a somewhat similar fashion, 

Edmund Bertram hopes that Fanny at least harbours “the wish to love” Crawford 

(MP, 273). It is supposedly enough for the heroine to “wish” to love him. To wish to 

love something is to turn towards it with a degree of interest, hoping that that interest 

will transform itself into something with an affective coating. What is required as the 

basis for this socially desired, socially approved, and marvellously ethical 

phenomenon is not feeling but “some feeling” (MP, 273). It is suggested that with all 

the things Fanny and Crawford supposedly have “in common”—such as “tastes” that 

are movingly “moral” (MP, 273)—Fanny might perhaps learn to love him. Provided 

that two people share enough interests or values, they should, from the enlightened 

viewpoint of pure logic, be a suitable match for one another regardless of anything 

they may or may not feel. These bland notions of sharing are to go hand in hand with 

various tepid points of virtue, including “hearts” that are decently “warm” and 

“feelings” that are admirably “benevolent” (MP, 273).          

Fanny is told that she needs to feel “sorry” for her “indifference” to Crawford 

(MP, 273). Here again feeling is understood in terms of a moral imperative. Feeling is 

not understood as affectivity, as something more basic and trustworthy than the moral 

law, but as secondary reality. What is natural about feeling, it is supposed, is its 

derivation from an ethical idea preceding it. Fanny ought to feel something because it 

would be the ‘right’ thing to feel. The matrix of marriage-feeling, one presumes, is 

not feeling per se but “the natural wish of gratitude” (MP 273). She should thus accept 

Crawford simply due to the honour of having been asked. The word “must” indicates 

the sense of obligation, the sense of ethical command: “You must have some feeling 

of that sort” (MP, 273; emphasis added). The priority of ethics over affectivity is 

consolidated by the chastising notion that anyone listening to the voice of feeling 
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itself, adhering to its autonomy vis-à-vis the world,
13

 is an egoist: “You think only of 

yourself; and because you do not feel for Mr. Crawford exactly what a young, heated 

fancy imagines to be necessary for happiness, you resolve to refuse him at once” (MP, 

249).   

 

3. The Spirituality of Feeling and the Reason for Feeling  

 

Through the sustained co-presence of Fanny’s loved-one Edmund as someone 

committed to becoming a minister of the Church of England, the difference between 

Fanny Price as a woman of felt feelings and Henry Crawford as a man of perceived 

feelings is given a spiritual dimension. This comes to expression not only through the 

spiritual dimension in the emotional truthfulness of the bond between Fanny and 

Edmund but also through the apparent lack of spirituality in the barren, intelligence-

driven minds of Henry and Mary Crawford. For them feeling tends to be little more 

than the outwardly exhibited or inwardly hidden emotional blush given to an idea 

produced by reason, to a desire produced by instinct, or to an aspiration produced by 

ambition. Mary’s “cold-hearted ambition” and Henry’s “thoughtless vanity” come 

across as spiritually problematical (MP, 342).  

 What is truly troubling in Mansfield Park, then, is not this or that moral lapse 

but the disclosure of spiritual barrenness that it points to. To Fanny, the scandals that 

come to materialize around Mr. Crawford signify “too gross a compilation of evil, for 

human nature” to even think of (MP, 346); yet the actual sight of him planting his 

sensibility squarely in front of her in a completely non-scandalous situation of pathos 

designed for perceptual pleasure has been much more horrifying. Everyone knows 

that a scandal is a scandal; but apart from Fanny, no one at Mansfield, with the 

possible exception of Edmund Bertram, seems to have the tiniest apperception of the 

reduction of feeling to sensibility as the ultimate scandal.  

                                                 
13

 Distinguishing between “the world” and “the act which forms the world” (EM, 461), Michel Henry 

identifies feeling qua affectivity not so much as one of the many things constituted in the world, but as 

this constitution itself. What constitutes something is not the thing constituted. Feeling is at the root of 

the world, constituting it, bringing it to life—to affective life. Without feeling’s constituting work, 

there would be no world; for our world is inconceivable without feeling as its root-factor. There is in 

experience no world that consciousness has not fashioned; and there is no world-fashioning that is not 

pre-soaked in feeling (mood, attitude, etc).   
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 For Crawford, failure to attain Fanny’s love is a setback that falls short of 

being truly heart-breaking. Disappointment simply propels him into the arms of 

another woman, one who is more appreciative of his spectacular capacity for 

emotional perception. Giving Fanny the blame for her brother’s disgraceful affair with 

Mrs. Rushworth (MP, 352), Mary does not seem to realize that her brother has been at 

fault all along by sharing with herself a condition of stunted emotion-management. 

Had Fanny consented to marry him, his interest in Mrs. Rushworth would have been 

confined to “regular standing flirtation, in yearly meetings at Sotherton and 

Everingham” (MP, 358). The implication is that, in slightly different circumstances, 

Fanny too would have been instrumental in satisfying Mr. Crawford’s need for love as 

little more than the perceptible sentiments to be annually manifested within the 

convenient arrangement of a “regular standing flirtation”. Had Fanny allowed Mr. 

Crawford to marry her, he “would have been too happy and too busy to want any 

other object” (MP, 358). It does not seem occur to Mary Crawford that emotional life 

can materialize on quite distinct strata of constitution. She has no intuition of the fact 

that the more requirements for sensibility-based pseudo-fulfilment one meets, the 

further away one finds oneself from the reality of authentic affective life. What is 

sheer fulfilment for Henry and Mary Crawford is emptiness itself for the heroine.  

I have been trying to call attention to the fact that from a spiritual-affective 

viewpoint, there is a coarsening of feeling in the sphere of emotional perceptibility. 

Ironically, this coarseness comes increasingly into view when the person of sensibility 

entertains the illusion that feelings of great finesse and delicacy are being broadcast—

as we see in the case of Mr. Crawford’s disquisition on the ‘art’ of giving a ‘fine’ 

sermon. This coarseness is also brought to full light through the attention given to 

Lady Bertram’s letter-writing at the point where she starts to get news of the fact that 

her eldest son has fallen ill. Her first letter displays a mode of concern that is hollow, 

without much depth of feeling. There is “a sort of playing at being frightened” to it 

(MP, 335). She is conditioned to find feeling only where a possibility of perception is 

at hand, and is accordingly only able to feel that she is being moved by her son’s 

illness when his miserable condition becomes an actual illness-perception. Until 

Tom’s suffering is planted squarely before her as a vividly perceptible suffering-

representation, its affective reality is not given: “The sufferings which Lady Bertram 

did not see, had little power over her fancy, and she wrote very comfortably about 

agitation and anxiety, and poor invalids, till Tom was actually conveyed to 
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Mansfield” (MP, 335; emphasis added). It is only when her “eyes had beheld his 

altered appearance” that Lady Bertram actually manages to feel for her son—a change 

that is so dramatic that the letter she is writing shifts to “a different style,” to “the 

language of real feeling” (MP, 335; emphasis added). I believe that the capacity of 

this frontal presentation to pierce down through frontal perceptibility to the hidden 

root of feeling (here Lady Betram’s real love for her son) has to do with suffering—

with the circumstance that the young man’s suffering evokes a corresponding feeling 

in the one frontally exposed to it.     

 It is evident, then, that the text keeps dramatizing a conflict not just between 

true feelings and faked ones, or between powerful emotions and feeble ones, but 

between feeling as something real and feeling as something that swims in the 

outskirts of affective reality as its perceptible simulacrum. When Tom Bertram’s 

altered physical figure is placed right before his mother, suddenly being present in the 

flesh, there is not the holding-in-front-of typical of representation-keen emotion, but 

rather an immanent-affective beholding. Lady Bertram no longer feels that she is 

holding up a picture of her son’s suffering for her sensibility to evaluate. Instead that 

pain is suddenly absolutely immanent, present, real, and manifest. The appearing 

body of her ailing son just rushes straight at Lady Bertram’s being, like a vehicle or 

wild animal approaching dangerously at full speed.             

 The stratum of feeling where sensibility is ever busy “playing at” feeling, 

using emotional perceptions to be safely transcendent to “real feeling” (MP, 335), is 

in covert alliance with a lack of shame. In the eyes of spiritually alert individuals like 

Fanny Price and Edmund Bertram this lack of shame denotes lack of conscience. 

Significantly, the process of Edmund’s drifting away from Mary Crawford towards 

Fanny has its starting-point when he finds himself shocked over the fact that Mary 

finds her brother’s unseemly affair with Mrs. Rushworth to be shocking not for its 

lack of honour but for its lack of camouflage. Although Edmund seeks to inwardly 

screen how disappointed he is by suggesting that Mary’s heartless talk was little more 

than a nonchalant mannerism picked up from hearing “others speak” (MP, 358), what 

he has actually discovered is that she is intrinsically unfeeling.  

 To be unfeeling in Mansfield Park, I submit, does not mean that one has few 

or small feelings. It means that even strong feelings actualize themselves on a plane 

of feeling from which spiritual force has beforehand been excluded. If a feeling is real 

in a presentation-dimension devoid of spiritual force, and if spiritual force is a 
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condition of possibility for true rather than represented reality, displays of passion do 

not signal what Fanny would call real feelings. When Edmund discovers that Mary’s 

passionate comments on her brother’s misdemeanour are full-blown feelings 

suggestive of her unfeeling nature, he suddenly sees Fanny in a new light. Her less 

vociferous feelings now stand out as possessing what Mary’s feelings lack—spiritual 

energy.  

 To discover that a woman laments offensive behaviour merely because it has 

clumsily undergone “detection” (MP, 357), and that another woman is distressed by 

issues of conscience is not a discovery that is reducible to moral issues—as if Mary 

Crawford were an immoral being and Fanny Price a moral one. For the state of 

lacking qualms and being thoroughly unscrupulous is arguably a state not just of 

lacking morality
14

 but of lacking feeling; and a state of lacking feeling in matters of 

marriage and love is arguably a state of lacking spiritual force. Marriage presupposes 

more than moral good sense. It requires integrity of spirit. “My eyes are opened,” 

Edmund cries, as if the issue were a mainly ethical one that had come to light for the 

moral understanding. In contrast, the heroine’s reaction is a spiritual comment that 

subsumes issues of feeling: “’Cruel!’ said Fanny—‘quite cruel! […] Absolute 

cruelty’” (MP, 358).         

 

 

 

Final Remarks  

 

The investigation has sought to show that Mansfield Park is a novel structured by a 

basic conflict between feeling governed by the principle of perceptibility and feeling 

understood as something directly and immanently felt. To perceive a feeling is not to 

feel it. As perspicare, perception as forceful taking (capere) is in the realm of feeling-

qua-perception a taking-into-awareness. But feeling in its raw arising does not come 

                                                 
14

 As Katie Gemmill notes, we know from Austen’s letters that she “was opposed to characters who 

displayed virtue or vice in their absolute forms.” “Ventriloquized Opinions of Pride and Prejudice, 

Mansfield Park, and Emma: Jane Austen’s Critical Voice.” University of Toronto Quarterly 79.4 (Fall 

2010), p. 1120. This is true; but that does not per se eliminate the possibility of absolutes. I suggest 

indeed that the struggle between Heny Crawford and Fanny Price is about absolutes—but about 

ontological rather than socio-ethical ones. That which is cntological has to do with the nature of being, 

the structure of existence. Being is in Mansfield Park scrutinized through the lens of feeling. Feeling is 

at the root of being. It keeps shaping the way being comes across and gets manifested.     
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across naturally as taking but as receiving. Henry Crawford wants feeling to be 

taking, while Fanny wants feeling to be feeling. It is not a matter, as he thinks, of 

whether she wants to be taken by him or not, but of whether she wants or does not 

want life to be reduced to taking. In that case feeling would be reduced to 

perceptibility, to what sensibility mistakes for feeling.  

Once this larger framework has been sighted, the enmity between Fanny Price 

and Henry Crawford can no longer be understood in terms of the familiar story-

pattern of a young heroine on the threshold to womanhood resting the charm and the 

advances of a gallant man of the world more interested in conquest than in the lady’s 

physical integrity and moral well-being. The enmity between the two is the inevitable 

outcome of the insurmountable opposition between two quite different orders of 

emotional existence. Thus the act of resisting the advances of Henry Crawford is for 

Fanny Price not simply a matter of her refusing one man on the basis of not liking 

him, but a matter of (emotional) life and death. Once feeling has been conveniently 

reduced to a thing that can be circulated in the world as some sort of fully-perceptible 

emotional representation of other things or of itself, it has already lost that which 

makes it special. This special factor is its intrinsic reality as something that is 

sufficient unto itself. Love needs nothing other than love to fully know itself not as 

‘the feeling of love’ but as love. Pity needs nothing other than pity to fully know itself 

not as ‘the feeling of pity’ but as pity. When someone, in the manner of Henry 

Crawford moves about in the world not as someone who loves but as someone who 

feels that he loves; not as someone who pities, admires, hopes, and believes but as 

someone who feels that he pities, feels that he admires, feels that he hopes, and feels 

that he believes, then feeling is betrayed—at least in the eyes of the heroine.  
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